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suMM&LY

An analysis of ezp”erimentql
dicates that critical evaluation
especially economy, must be made
factors, such as the aromaticity

and theoretical data in-
of fuel perform~ce,
In the engine. Specific
of a fuel and the degree

of spark advance of the e~gine,-may cause the thermal–ef-
ficiency to vary at give~ fuel-air ratios. Thermodynamic
analysis and consideration og combustion time indicate
that this variation may bo coatrary to that o~ec$cd fron
a knowledge of t~.e ch~ilge in heating value with chanfle in
fuel composition.

Data show that keaticg value is,from the aspect of
fuel economy, not so Importaot an aviation-f-.ael specifi-
cation as Uelieved.

The k~ock ratings of fuels are affected by spark a&–
vance. As spark advance zust accouat for variations In
burning time of fuels, it is to be oxpec%ed that, over
the range of fuel-air ratics, a constant spark adv~ce
must pezallze some fuels more than others and the same
fuel diversely, depending rpon the magnitude of the spark
advance. Ia Instances ia which the operating fuel–air
ratio nay be easil~ variea, aava=tages in fuel economy are
obtainable without sacrificing knock rating by leaning
simultaneously with retarding the spark.

. .

INTRODUCTION

The results of a large number of tests of ariation-
grade fuels in different e=glnee have shown that one ef-
fect of the various components In the fuel is an increase
or decrease in the e~glne thermal efficiency as determl~ed
by the indicated specific fuel consumption. In the fuel,
additions of isopropyl ether “aa~ such aromatics as benzene,
toluene, ma zylene in various amounts and proportions .
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lower the Indicated speoifio fuel consumption in rich
tiegiona. In the combustion-air supply, a deorease In the
nitrogen-oxygen ratio improves the thermal efficiency.
!Che effect of water ~njeotion with the fuel is small under
conditions controlled by knock, but at constant manifold
pressure water may lower the thermal efficiency (refer-
enoe 1).

These effects have been noticed, in general, for en-
gine tests run at constant spark advance. This spark
advance corresponds to the ~ptimum value for the maximum-
power mixture, about 0.085 fuel-air ratio. The optimum
spark advance is deficed as the spark advance which drops
the power from 2/2 to 1 percent below maximum. This
slight retarding of the spark allows greater inlet pres-
sures when knock data are obtained.

!?he data presented herein have been considered pri-
marily from trends that stood out from the errors and the
scatter of engine data. An apparatus as complex as an
engine obviously cannot be a~ected to give ideal e~eri-
mectal data, but consistent trends may form a basis for
anal~sis. The ultimate wisdom of conducting engine tests.
lies in the fact that theoretical considerations are often
contradicted or minimized in cctual performance data.

Si’uel-consumption data are considered ae a function
cf feel-air ratio. A more fundamental choice than fuel-
air ratio WOUICI be the percent richnees or percent lean-
ness based on the correct stolohiometric mixture for
diffe~~ent fuels. Sicce the actual engine must be con-
sidered, however, it must-be realized that, in flight, the
flexibility of carburetor settings is limited and that,
outsldo thece narrow limits, a. given air flow brings about
the netering of a definite amount of fuel. !l!hisinterr~
latlon of fuel and air flow in the carburetor makes the
fuel-air ratio a more practical Independent vartable than
the percent richness or percent leannese.

Although the inmedlate problem is only that of the
effect of aromatics on thermal efficiency, oxygen, inert
gases, ana water are mentioned as parameters affecting
tkermal efficiency. Although the manner in which e~ch
parameter influenoee thermal efficiency .1s complex, similar
trends indicate that the vt~i*iou8 parameters may simi?arly
influeace the mass rate of combustion. The mass rate of
combustion Is the resultant of factors such as tempera-
ture, >ressure, chenical equilibrium, disaoclatloa phenom-
ena, speciflo heats, thermal conductlvities, heat losses,
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. . .
and kinstic. phenomena whloh govern reaotion mechanisms,
energy dtetribution, ignition delay, aurfa.oe effectfl, and.

-. se forth-. - Ag pointed out by Marvin (refer enoe”2), the
thermal efficiency of ari engine cycle will be determined
by the relation between the effective mass rate of combus-
tion and the piston position during the time Interval of
unlt”mass oombustj.on. As a consequence, the Importance
of controlling the combustion-t-lme-piston relatlon beoomes
evident. . ....” ..

. .

AiOMATIO EmscT
.. .’

As prevlous~y stated, aromatic fuels tend to show
definite lowering of the indicated specific fuel ooneump- .
tlon for rioh mixtures above 0.08 fuel-air ratio. At
mixtures leaner than the theoretically correct value, data
at Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory (references 3
and 4) have not been conclusive, but some evidence indi-
cates that aromatic fuels at lean mixtures give higher in-
dicated specifio fuel consumption.

According to the relation

(1)

where

Isfc Indlqated specif”lo fuel”censumptlon, pounds per
horsepower-hour

. .

n thermal efficiency, percent indicated specifia
fuel consumption

,.

Hc lover heating ~alue of futil, British thermal unit
per pound. .

.,.
2545 conversion factor, British thermal unit per horse-

power-hour
. .

fuels of low heating value, such as aromatic and other
fuels of decreasing hydrogen-carbon ratios, would give
higher rather than lower indicated speolflc fuel consump-
tlons If their thermal effioienoies were about the same.
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Calctilatlons In reference 5 have shown that a 100-
percent. aromatic fuel such as benzene, conslderea from a
percent rich-lean relation, would give only slightly
different and somewhat lower thermal efficiencies than a
paraffinic fuel; these calculations are based on a thermo-
dynamic analysis of an engine cycle with corrections made
for variations in specific heats of products anrl reactants
for the kind and the extent of dissociation equilibriums.
The data of figure 10 of reference 5 are replotted in
figure 1 of the present paper with thermal efficiency as
a function of fuel-air ratio and an entirely different
picture results. The aromatic fuel is shown to give higher.
thermcl ei’flcienoies than the paraffinic fuel at fuel-air
ratios in exceOa of 08055.

“In figure 1, the hydrogen-carbon ratio H/C has been
Introduced ae a parameter to obtain m correlation for
actual aromatics-paraffin mixtures. Intermediate carves
“are shown for 15— and 40-percent aromatio fuels; these
ourves were calculated on the assumption that, between
pure ben~ene and pure octane, the thermal efficiencies of
mixtures es a function of fuel-air ratio would produce a
i’amily of curves.

In order that the calculated values ntiy be comp:.rea
with observed engine data, the thermal efficiencies of
figure 1 have been” corrected. to a compression ratio of
7.0 by data obtained from figure 8 of reference 5 and are
shown in figure 2. Figure 8 of reference 5 gives thermal
efficiencies calculated frm tLeruodynamic analysis as a
function of. compression ratio and mixture ratio. The
difference between the calculated and the observed curves
in figure 2 represents the actual against the “ideal en-
gine cycle for a real fluid. About three-fifths the dif-
ference for similar fuels c= be shown to represent heat
losses (referenoe 6). The rest of the difference can be
attributed to errors inherent in the thermodynamic analy-
sis, such as lack of equiltbrtun, unknown dissociations,
kinetic-phenomena, and, moct iuportant, the error in the
assumption that combustion is an adiabatic, constant-
Yolume process. During comb.istion, the chaage in heat
quantity LQ does not equal the change in internal energy
AU but equals AU + AW,. In which AW accounts for the
work done. on the moving piston. Hershey and Paton (refer-
ence 6) calculated the extent of AW and found it to vary
from 1/2 percent at rich mixtures to 1* percent at lean
mixtures. The engine heat losses vary simtlarly; hence,
the wicier spread between the curves in figure 2 at lean
mixtures Is somewhat accounted for.
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Table I gives data for two fuels tested In the
Lycoming &1230 cylinder:

. . ... -.. .— , ... . ----- -. —.. -
TABLE I “’

~uel
I

Hc II HC
1 1

tiAOA 11 18,970 0.1G7
NACA 11 + 40

percent aromatics 18,362 .145

The aromatic blend consi~ted of 20 percent toluene, 15
percent xylene, and 5 percent benzene. Indioated specific
fuel consumption may be calculated by substituting In equa-
tion (1) tho values for Hc given In table I and the .
thermcl efficiencies from the calculated curves in figure 2.
These calculated curves for tho two fuels are superimposed
(fig. 3} over tho aotual dntr. for indicated specific fuel
consumption obtained on th~ Lycoming cylinder. If the two
curves for the purafflnlc fuels are assumed to be identi-
cal, the agroenent between the solid curves represcmts the
daviatlon of actual ougino data from the thermodynamic
malysis, after’ the heat losses and improper assumptions
have been eliminated. This agreement provides a further
check on tho effect of aromatics. It must be emphasized
that the data chosen from tests nt LM.AL for comparison
with the calculated data of reference 6 are not only for
LYconlag 0-1230 cyllnder performance with 4C&percent aro-
matic fuels but alsc for the Wright (3-200 cylinder and are
typical whether tests were run nt constant or at varying
inlet pressure. The agreement Is good and further indi-
cates the possibility that nromatic fuels might give sllgh~
ly higher fuel consumption than paraffinic fuels at lean
mixtures. Shorn the mass of data, the extent of this in-
crease may be from O to 3 percent for fuel-air ratios
below 0.07. I’or rich m~xtures from about 0.08 to 0.12,
the 40-percent ~omatio blczds give greater economy by 4
to 10 percent.

The significance of this increased economy in actual
flight can be considered not only from the effects on pay=
load but alsc from the aspect of carburetion. With carbu-
retor settinge l$nited .in ilexlbility, a change of fuel at
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some flight stop from one of predominantly paraffinic
nature to, say, a 40-percent blend would result, for a
fixeii setting of the cruise jet, In a fuel metering in-
crease of about 3 percent. This figure Is based on the
square root of the density ratio of the two fuels because,
for turbulent flow, this relation contr~ls Jet metering.
An i~crease of 3 percent iz f-.~a?.weight flow would increase
the fuel-air ratio correspcauilngly, but, for high-power
cruisi~g, there would be no increase In indicated specific
fuel consumption.

!Chls fact may he seen by examination of figure 3 at
the limits of high-2ower cruising, which might.be between
fuel-air ratios of 0.07 and 0.10, depending on the fuel
knock rati~g and the service. An increase of 3 percent In
fuel-cir ratin, from 0.070 to 0.072, will have no appreci- .
able effect In the chenge from paraffinic to aromatic fuel.
An increase In fuel-air ratio from 0.10 to 0.103 in the
change fron a parafflnic to a aromatic fuel will result
in a possible decrease in indicated specific fuel consump- “
ti“Oil.

SPAEK-ADVANC3 EI’I’PICgS

Because the theoretical cycle analys~s is bas6d on .
instzmtaneor.s combustion ant!, in a real engine, finite
con-h~stioil time affects cycle efficlenc~, the results of
performance data must be examined from tho aspect of spark
advance. The ge~era 1 practice of running with constant
spark advance set at the opvimum position for maximum power
cixture introduces a retarding influence at fuel-air ratios
that .gi~e increased combustion times. Unfler such conditions,
fuel-air ratios richer and l.onn~r than 0.08 will have their
~~resoure pedzs delaye~ bey~i~d the optimun position of 8° to
12° A.T.C. with resulting poorer than theorstlcal economy

. but greater knock appreciation through low end-gas densi-
ties.

Figure 4 ohows the effect of fuel-air ratio on opti-
mum fipark aLvaace for ITACA fuel 10 with and without aro-
nntica . Tho aronatic fuel Is seen to burn relatively
faster thaa the paraffinic fuel at rich aixturon, giving
some Indication” of its slow rate of increase In fuel con-
sumption with fuel-air ratio at constant spark advance.
At lean mixtures, the relatively slower burning for the
arouatlc than for the paraffinic fuel is an indication of



pdssl.ble poorer eoonomy at these mixtures. The lower part
of figure 4 gi.vee the interesting corroboration of little

-.. d~fferenoe” between’the two fuels-when optimum spark ad-
vance Is plotted as a function. of percent richness or
leanness.

Each fuel was run at constant manifold pressure with .
the spark advanoe set at the optimum value for each fuel-
air ratio, The results of these tests are compared in
figure 5 with similar tests at oonstant spark advance
.(21° for fuel 10, 22° for fuel 10 plus aromatics). When -
the differences in combustion time are uncompensated for, .
the aromatic fuel consumption differs in accordance with
the previous discussion. At optimum spark advance, it 1S .
Interesting that the specific fuel consumption are the
same within the e~erimental error. The indicated speclfio
fuel consumption aro much lower, however, than those for
constant spark advance. This low specific fuel consump-
tion Is explained on the basis of properly compensated
combustion time. Tke disappeav~ace of differences in the
indicated specific fuel consumption between the two fuels
can he explained b~ the greater increase in power for the
paraffinic than for the aromatic fuel In the change from a
retarded to an optimum spark. Of course, it follows that,
in rich mixtures, mixture ratio affects the paraffinic
fuel more detrimentally thnn the arometic fuel. This fact
Is seen in figure 4. Rich-mixture results given in refer—
ences 3 and 4 are more pronounced thnn those shown herein,
but the trend rather than tke magnitude Is considered the
important item In this discussion. The phenomenon, which
warrants further study in tho e~glne, indicates the effects
of different combustion characteristics of fuels when spark
timing is not optimum. In reference 2, it was pointed out
that, under optimum conditions, widely varying mass rates
of combustion could give close agreement In cycle efficien-
cies, and the afore-mentioned data might be interpreted ae
experimental corroboration.

The knock apprec~qtion of a“fuel with retarde~ spark
is indloated In figure 6. The Increase in maximum per-
missible Indicated mean eifoctive pres”sure between fuel-
air ratios of 0.07 and 0.12 is considerably greater for a
constant spark advance set at the fastest burning mixture,
namely, 21° at about 0.08 fuel-air ratio; than for any

o spark , .other value of spark advance. The curves for 30
advance represent fbr fuel—air ratios between 0.05 and
0.13 a too far advanced spark and so reduce the permissib-
le Inlet pressure. At fuel-air ratios leaner than 0.05
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and richer than 0.13, a spark advance of 30° tends to
become optimum; whereas a spark. advance of 21° Is In ef-
fect an excessively retarded spark. Uniter such conditions,
therefore, the higher level of permissible inlet pressure
obtained with a spark advance of 21° Is not accompanied by
a proportionate in CreaSe in power and the 30° spark ad-
vance enables the fuel to appreciate to a knock rating
equal to that of the 21° spark advance.- Presumably, at
nixtures richer and leaner than those recorded within the
Anflaimability range, the 300 kpock curve would give better
perfornapce than the 21° kn~ck curve. The 400-spar&a&
vanco curve represents too great a spark advance for till
fuel--air ratios tested and neither the permissible inlet
~ress-ie nor the power attains values as high as those for
the 21° and the 3C” spark advance.

Figure 6(c), which represents the fuel-consumption
data, further indicates the Importance of spark advance as
a factor in thernal efficiency. Although, in the range of
fuel–air ratios from 0.075 to 2.12, the permissible power
level is rmch greater for a spark advance of 21° than for
other values of spark advazces, the 30° curve gives better
fuel consumption than either the 21° or the 40° curve.
.Rhe greatly untlercompensating effect of 21° spark adTance
is shown by the fact that, at stout 0.135 fuel-air ratio,
the difference in indicated specific fuel consumption is
about 10 percent.

I’urther tests should be run to investigate the ef-
fects of varying spark advance under all types of condi-
ties.

COI?CI.USIOilS

The results of ro~resentatl~e tests at LMA.Z correlated
with available theoretical data indicate the following
conclusions:

1. The practical value of fuel-alr ratio in the choice
of fli~ht conditions makes the comparison of fuels on a
fuel-air–ratio basis more important than a comparison on a
percent stoichiometric basis. Yuels of low heating value ..
may tend to give higher indicated specific fuel consump-
tion when considered gtoichiometrically, but aromatic
fuels are seen to improve thermal efficiencies when con-
sidered as a function of fuel-atr ratio. Fuels should be
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compared on aatual engine merformnnee. and such data will
not contradict theoretical oonsideratlons If there is kemt
clearly 5n mind the differences between the independent

1“

.,,. ‘-”v-arlab-l-e-iiused-in—the intetipre-t’&t”i-onof”tliti-results.

2. Aromatics will increase fuel flow for given carbu-
retor settinge, but this. Increase will be occasioned by no
Increase and a possible decrease in specific fuel consump-
tion as a result of Increased thermal efficiencies.

3. The rich-mixture knock appreciation is to a con-
siderable extent due to choice of spark advance. For
cases In whioh requirements of servlee will not exceed a
certain percent of the rating obtained with minimum spark
advance, further spark advance will improve engine effi-
ciency to some extent.

Langley Memerial Aeronautical Laboratory,
I!latlonalAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley I’leld, Va.
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